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Ideas

➤ If it can be easy to track down current detector limits, it’s 
harder to assess how much an upgrade of the near detector, 
with a different phase space,  would impact the oscillation 
analysis.

➤ In order to have quantitative informations on this impact, and 
helping choosing a configuration for the upgrade, we use the 
analysis tools currently used in T2K oscillation analysis with 
predicted efficiencies.

➤ We use MC true tracks, selected relatively to those predicted 
efficiencies and use this as a selection of events.
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What do we do with this tool ?

With the Asimov/fake data studies we want to get quantitative 
informations on :

1. How is the constraints on the model’s parameters improved by the upgrade ?

➥ Asimov studies

2. What is the sensitivity to the cross section model separation ?  And in 
particular can we reduce the bias introduced by cross-section modelling ?

➥ Fake data studies

Use this selection of MC tracks as input in a fit and 
perform several Asimov and fake data studies to answer 

those questions.
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T2K analysis chain
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➤ We do a first fit (BANFF) with the near detector data in order to constrain 
our flux and cross-section models, to have a precise prediction of the number 
of events we expect at the far detector
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Systematics reduction with ND280

➤ The main systematics in the experiment are coming from neutrino 
flux and neutrino interaction cross-section. We use the near detector 
to constrain them.
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ND280 event selection

➤ We currently use a selection of νμ  CC events in the tracker, using the 
FGD as target and the TPC to reconstruct charge and momentum.

➤ We separate the CC inclusive events in three topologies depending on 
the number of pions reconstructed (0, 1 and ≥2)

This selection is used as input in the fit 

➤

CC0pi CC1pi CCOther
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T2K Oscillation Analysis
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The constraints

➡  With the help of 
the near detector fit, 

we can reduce the 
uncertainties on the 

number of events 
expected at the far 
detector to ~5% !
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An upgrade of the near detector

➤ As T2K data taking is ongoing, a large number of oscillated events will 
be collected.

➤ Systematics will become dominant, and need to be lowered to 2-3%

➡ Hard with the current near detector currently at ~5%
➡ Indeed this detector is limited by low efficiency at high angles, backward 

and for low momentum hadrons

➤ Need to understand how an upgrade of the near detector can lower 
down those systematics, which phase space is important for the 
oscillation analysis

➤

Trying to use current oscillation analysis tool (“BANFF-like”) to 
evaluate the impact of an upgrade 
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Upgrade configurations
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Upgrade Configurations

➤ 4 configurations : 
➡ current ND280 (FGD1-FGD2)
➡ upgrade reference (target water + empty).
➡ two alternative upgrade configurations (TPC-Target-FGD or 

Target-TPC-FGD).

➤ We have 12 samples (CC0π, CC1π, CCOther for neutrino, 
antineutrino, C and O target) + 6 new samples for the 
alternative configurations (same samples as the others but in 
the Wagashi-like target).

➤ Mass used for the targets : reference water target is 1342kg, 
empty one is 416kg, and alternative configuration target is 
2118kg.
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Inputs of the tool

➤ A first study is made, using GEANT4 and current ND280 software, to 
get predicted efficiencies for the different configurations of an 
upgrade.

4π selection efficiency in current ND280 GEANT4 predicted efficiency of reference 
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Efficiencies for water target
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Current Reference

Alternative (c2) Alternative (c3)
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Distributions
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Currently Upgrade

➤ We use those efficiencies to select true MC tracks.

➤ This selection can be considered as a simulation of a selection done in 
a configuration of the upgrade.

➤ This selection is used as input in the tool, as we do in the oscillation 
analysis.

cosθcosθ
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Distributions of CC0π in the water target
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Current Reference

Alternative (c2) Alternative (c3)
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Distributions of CC0π in the water target
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Distributions : a better Q2 sensitivity
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Status

➤ Worked with Mathieu and Davide to modify the selection of true MC 
to better use information coming from their efficiency studies.

➤ Added the alternative configurations, now the tool can give 
information about what is the impact of the upgrade but also helps to 
compare configurations.

➤ Moved to the a new cross-section parametrization (the one used in 
current T2K oscillation analysis) 
➡ Larger Q2 dependence, needed in our case to understand better 

the differences between current, and the different upgrade 
configurations.

➤ Made first Asimov with the 4 configurations (current, ref, c2 and c3).

➤ Currently producing first fake data to study cross-section model 
sensitivity.
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Asimov Study
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➤ The first point is to do Asimov fit (fitting the nominal MC) with both the 
current ND280 efficiency and the different predicted upgrade configuration 
efficiencies.

➤ We do this fit without considering detector systematics, and with full T2K 
statistics (7.8e21POT).

➤ This gives information on how the constraint on model’s parameters evolve. 
And in particular how the constraint on the spectrum of neutrino events at SK 
evolve.
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Detector systematics

➤ Please keep in mind that we don’t use any detector systematics for all the 
configurations. 

➤ In current ND280 the systematic error is quite large at high angle, while we 
can expect it to be as for the forward in the upgrade (added TPCs) !
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Number of events in each sample
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Keep in mind that we have different statistics due to different detector 
masses !
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Asimov Study
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Asimov Study
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➤ Reference and current are very close on most of the parameter constraints.
➡ Statistic is lower in the reference due to the empty wagashi-like target. 
➡ Once again we don’t use any detector systematic.

➤ But we can see some larger difference in the Q2 dependent parameters as 
expected where reference is doing better than current !

➤ On the other side the two alternative configurations have much more statistic, 
explaining the tighter constraints, slightly better for configuration with Target 
before the TPC.
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Fake data chain of study in T2K oscillation analysis

➤ We produce some fake data set (example here alternative 2p2h model) that 
we fit to ND280 data. 

➤ This fit results is used to adjust SK predicted spectra. 

➤ We produce and fit SK fake data set, with the fit to ND280 data as input, to 
obtain the bias on the oscillation parameters.
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Fake data studies

➤ The bias observed is, for now, small when compared to the overall 
error.

➤ As the statistic is growing we can expect this bias to become 
significant.
➡ We need to evaluate how an upgrade of the near detector can 

reduce this bias.

➤ The same chain of study is used for the upgrade fake data studies.

➤ We are now testing several fake data sets, in particular in the new 
framework with more Q2 dependence, that will soon be ready.
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Fake datasets planned

➤ BANFF/OA fake datasets (ordered by priority) : 

➡ BeRPA +1σ   implemented

➡ alternative Form Factor (3 component model +1σ)

➡ 2p2h : 

➥ Martini fake datasets ➡ most important change on nu/nubar 
implemented 

➥ Delta and NotDelta fake datasets ➡ change pμ cosθμ shape at ND and 
the reconstructed energy at SK    implemented

➡ Other important fake datasets : SF, Nieves

➡ In the future ? : Eb-only, pion kinematics
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Fake data studies

➤ Still working on several fake data sets, but here is an example for 
alternative 2p2h.

➤ Hard to see discrepancies between the fitted values for current ND280 
and upgrade but interesting to notice that the fit 2 is worse for the 
upgrade (75 against 45).
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Summary

➤ Several progress were made :
➡ Better use of the simulation studies output.
➡ New cross-section parametrization.
➡ Alternative configurations implemented.

➤ The Asimov are quite encouraging, will propagate to SK very 
soon to get the error on the expected number of event at SK.

➤ Fake data studies are ongoing, most of the fake data sets are 
ready to be fitted and propagated to SK.
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Cross-section model update
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2015 cross-section parametrization New cross-section parameterization

The new cross section parametrization has more freedom for the 2p2h 
interactions, and new BeRPA parameters, depending on Q2.
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2p2h

If you develop the total CC cross-section, the first order 
expansion gives the CCQE process, the second order gives 
additional nucleon or ∆ resonances. This process is often called 
a multi-nucleon interaction or 2-Particle-2-Holes (2p2h).
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1) The parameter’s constraints

➤ Make BANFF Asimov fit with the nominal (current) efficiency, 
and with improved efficiency

➤ Propagate the results to the far detector

Just an asimov fit, does not require toys, therefore easy to get.

ASIMOV STUDY
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2) Bias study : a) bias on oscillation parameters

➤ Do BANFF fake data fits for nominal and improved efficiencies 
for different fake data sets :
➡ Martini/Nieves
➡ 1p1h NEUT/Nieves
➡ Try if possible some other fake data sets to be as much model 

independant as possible (extreme cases)

➤ Propagate to the far detector and check the bias on the 
parameters

ASIMOV STUDY
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2) Bias study : b) bias on ND280 syst params

Perform a pull study for all the systematic parameters.

Make BANFF fake data fit for nominal and improved efficiencies and look at the 
parameter’s pull mean.

➤ If you increase high angle efficiency you expect larger discrepancies if models 
depend on that phase space.

➤ If the fitted xsec parameters are pulled in the right direction when increasing 
the efficiency, it probably means the update is going in the right direction.

⇒ Difficult to quantify as a sensitivity

Maybe we could also have informations on the possibility to reduce flux, xsec and 
detector systematics degeneracy.

ASIMOV STUDY
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3) Model sensitivity : a) Goodness of fit

➤ Goodness of fit test for different fake data sets (i.e. different models).
➤ Assume one model, make many toys, fit with nominal model (current 

BANFF) and get best fit       distributions.
➤ Then calculate the g.o.f. as p-value using nominal Asimov fit.
➤ Same procedure used for the run 1-6 data set BANFF fit.
➤ Do it for different models and get two      distributions and g.o.f. 
➤ Follow the procedure above for the nominal and improved efficiencies 

: expect larger distance between      distributions and worse g.o.f. for 
improved efficiency if the additional phase space improve model 
separation.

⇒ Difficult to quantify as a sensitivity

TOY STUDY
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3) Model sensitivity : b) Likelihood ratio

➤ Make one BANFF fake data fit for one fake data set (e.g. Martini) and 
fit it with two hypotheses :
➡ nominal MC  = Nieves         =>
➡ nominal MC  = Martini       =>

➤ Analogue to the beta parameter in nue bar appearance analysis
➤ Get                                                           and obtain a significance from it. 

(See mass hierarchy paper, also discrete and non-nested 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1305.5150v4.pdf )

➤ Do it fot the two sets of efficiencies, nominal (                    ) and 
improved (               ),  and compare them.

➤ If efficiency improvement is good we expect : 
➤ Do first asimov fit (approximation, but still useful to get an idea), and 

eventually with many toys. 

No need for new 
parameters in the 

framework

TOY STUDY
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